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Abstract— This paper introduces Petri net based models of
robotic tasks, which can be used to analyse and synthesise task
plans, taking into account a Petri net model that abstracts the
relevant features from the robot environment as well. Logical
analysis concerning deadlocks and resource conservation can be
performed over the ordinary version of the model. A task plan
modeled by a Petri net can be extracted from the generalised
stochastic version of the model, representing the optimal plan
given a probabilistic measure of uncertainty associated to the
effects of its composing actions. The Petri net representing the
model is suitable for being ran directly within the code, as
well as for plan monitoring during execution time. Simulation
results illustrating the methodology are presented for a robotic
soccer scenario.

I. INTRODUCTION

Most of the existing robotic task models are not based on
formal approaches but tailored to the task at hand, usually
leading to task plans with few actions. Applying discrete
event system concepts to model robotic tasks provides a sys-
tematic approach to modelling, analysis and design, scaling
up to realistic applications, and enabling analysis of formal
properties, as well as design from specifications.

The need for a modular design of complex robotic tasks
from specifications of quantitative and qualitative properties
is the main motivation for this work. Petri nets come up as
an adequate modelling and analysis tool to accomplish this
goal. Their modelling and analysis power applied to single
or multi robot tasks definition can prove to be quite effective.

Most of the work found on the literature concerning
the design of robotic tasks using Discrete Event Systems
(DES) is based on FSA for code generation [3], qualitative
specifications [4], some quantitative specifications [5], modu-
larisation [4] and even to model multi-robot systems [6], [8].
Work using Petri nets to design robotic tasks under temporal
requirements, focusing also on the generation of real-time,
error-free code can be found in [9]. Recently Petri net Plans
[10] were introduced for design and execution of task plans.

The work described here can be seen as an extension of
the ideas introduced in [6] and [11]. The latter proposes
a framework for qualitative and quantitative performance
analysis using Petri nets.

Petri nets are preferred to Finite State Automata (FSA)
due to their larger modelling power [7] and because one
can model the same state space with a smaller graph.
Moreover, although composition of Petri nets usually leads
to an exponential growth in the state space (as for FSA),
graphically the growth is linear in the size of the composed
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graphs. This makes the design process simpler for the task
designer, and helps managing the display of the tasks both
for monitoring and designing purposes.

Another reason to choose Petri nets is its modularity, as
each resource can be easily modeled separately and then
composed with others. Although composition operators exist
for FSA, Petri nets can model subsystems with input and
output places, so that they can be connected as in a circuit.
Additionally, Petri nets are suited to model concurrency,
parallelism, synchronisation and decision making.

The main difference between our work and past work is
that we do not just create the high-level models for execution
purposes, but rather model the action itself using generalised
stochastic Petri nets, leading to a more realistic model which
also enables obtaining not only qualitative properties of the
task, but also performance measures. Thus, plans can be
analysed and synthesised automatically as explained later in
the paper. Throughout this paper we will use examples from
a robotic soccer scenario.

II. PETRI NETS
A. MARKED ORDINARY PETRI NETS

The simplest models we use are Marked Ordinary Petri
nets [7]:

Definition 2.1: A marked ordinary Petri net (MOPN) is a
five-tuple PN = 〈P, T, I, O,M0〉, where:

• P = {p1, p2, . . . , pn} is a finite, not empty, set of
places;

• T = {t1, t2, . . . , tm} is a finite set of transitions;
• I = P × T represents the arc connections from places

to transitions, such that ilj = 1 if, and only if, there is
an arc from pl to tj , and ilj = 0 otherwise;

• O = T×P represent the arc connections from transition
to places, such that olj = 1 if, and only if, there is an
arc from tl to pj , and olj = 0 otherwise;

• Mj =
{
m1j , . . . ,mnj

}
is the state of the net, and

represents the marking of the net at time j, where
mnj

= q means there are q tokens in place pn at time
instant j. M0 is the initial marking of the net.

In this class of Petri nets, all the transitions are immediate
(have zero firing time), i.e., once they are enabled and fired,
the new marking is instantly reached.

B. GENERALISED STOCHASTIC PETRI NETS

MOPNs are suited for qualitative analysis, but not for per-
formance analysis. For this purpose, one can use generalised
stochastic Petri nets (GSPN) [1].

Definition 2.2: A GSPN is an eight-tuple PN =
〈P, T, I, O,M0, R, S〉, where:



• P, T, I, O,M0 are as defined in 2.1;
• T is partitioned in two sets: TI of immediate transitions

and TE of exponential transitions;
• R is a function from the set of transitions TE to the set

of real numbers, R
(
tEj

)
= µj , where µj is called the

firing rate of tEj ;
• S is a set of random switches, which associate proba-

bility distributions to subsets of conflicting immediate
transitions.

Stochastic (exponential) transitions, once enabled, fire
only when an exponentially disributed time dj has elapsed.
This definition of GSPNs includes also the possibility of
associating a probability distribution to conflicting immediate
transitions, by the use of the random switches.

The GSPN marking is a semi-Markov process with a
discrete state space given by the reachability graph of the net
for an initial marking [1]. A Markov chain can be obtained
from the marking process, and the transition probability
matrix computed by using the firing rates of the exponential
timed transitions and the probabilities associated with the
random switches.

Given that the marking of the GSPN is equivalent to
a Markov chain allows the use of tools already available
to analyse Markov chains directly with the GSPN, instead
of relying on e.g., Monte Carlo simulation. Thus, we have
two different (complementary) types of analysis that can be
performed with GSPN: conservation properties (based on
T-invariants and P-invariants) and performance evaluation
(based on the continuous time, discrete state space Markov
process).

III. MODELLING ROBOTIC TASKS USING PETRI
NETS

Our robotic task models are divided in layers with different
degrees of abstraction. The layers are (from the lowest to the
highest level of abstraction):

1) Environment: Includes environment related models;
2) Action Executor: Here one finds the action models;
3) Action Coordinator: Includes the task plan models,

used in the decision process;
4) Organisation: The higher-level layer, where roles are

dynamically assigned and mission goals selected.
Layers 2, 3 and 4 are tightly coupled with what runs

on the robot, while the Environment layer is only used
for analysis purposes. In this paper we are not concerned
with the Organisation layer, but focus on the other three
layers. Each layer includes several models (e.g., in the Action
Executor we have one model per action), and each model can
be designed separately, thus simplifying the design process.

A. THE ENVIRONMENT LAYER

The Environment layer includes the environment state
model, including state changes that might occur due to
actions performed either by the robot, by other robots, or
other agents. A discrete set of relevant states is abstracted
from the actual environment.

The core of the environment model is the predicate (e.g.:
SEE BALL), consisting of a logic with an output value of
true or false. In order to define a Petri net model of a
predicate, we need first to define a predicate place:

Definition 3.1: A predicate place p is a place associated
with the predicate P (), described by p |= P (), such that:

• ∀j , Pj() = true ⇔ mpj
= 1

• ∀j , Pj() = false ⇔ mpj = 0,
where Pj() is the predicate P () at time step j.

Definition 3.2: Given a predicate place p associated with
the predicate P (), ¬p is the place associated with the
predicate ¬P (), such that:

• ∀j , Pj() = true ⇔ m¬pj = 0
• ∀j , Pj() = false ⇔ m¬pj = 1,

where Pj() is the predicate P () at time step j.
Given Definitions 3.1 and 3.2 we obtain Lemma 3.1.
Lemma 3.1: Given a predicate place p associated with

predicate P (), it results that

∀j ,mpj
+ m¬pj

= 1,

i.e., the places are mutually exclusive.
Given the definition of a predicate place, we can build the

full Petri net associated with the given predicate.
Definition 3.3: A Petri net model of a predicate is a

MOPN, where:
• P = {¬p, p}, where p is a predicate place associated

with predicate P ();
• I = ∅;
• O = ∅;
• ∀jMj = {0, 1} ∨ {1, 0}.
Having defined the predicate models, we can define the

environment models:
Definition 3.4: A Petri net model of the environment is a

GSPN, where:
• ∀pi∃Pn(), pi |= Pn(), every place is a predicate place;
• ∀j∃l∃m : ilj = 1∧ojm = 1, all transitions have at least

one input arc and one output arc;
Basically, Environment models consist of GSPNs, where

all the places are associated with a given predicate, and the
underlying MOPN is conservative, i.e., the total number of
tokens is constant. An environment model example of the
ball location in a soccer field is depicted in Fig. 1.

BALL_MID_FIELDBALL_NEAR_OWN_GOAL BALL_NEAR_OPP_GOALBALL_OWN_GOAL

¬BALL_OWN_GOAL

BALL_OPP_GOAL

¬BALL_OPP_GOAL¬BALL_MID_FIELD¬BALL_NEAR_OWN_GOAL ¬BALL_NEAR_OPP_GOAL

Fig. 1. Part of an Environment model (ball location).

B. THE ACTION EXECUTOR LAYER

The first, and lowest level layer of the group of layers
representing the robot actions, is the Action Executor layer,
which holds the action models.



An action is mainly described by the effects it causes
on the environment and the conditions that need be met
for the effects to take place. The complete action model is
achieved by specifying the Running-conditions, Effects, and
the relation between them. The Effects are further divided
in Success Effects and Failure Effects. The meaning of these
sets is as follows:

• Running-conditions: Conditions that need be met for
the action to be able to provoke changes in the world;

• Effects: Composed of Success Effects and Failure Ef-
fects, describe the action impact on the environment;

– Success Effects: Effects associated with the suc-
cess of the action. These include the desired effects
plus additionally intermediate effects that might
occur in order to achieve success. The action can
have different subsets of Success Effects, but only
one subset of desired effects;

– Failure Effects: Relevant undesired effects, which
may happen when the action is running. The action
can have different subsets of Failure Effects.

Definition 3.5: A Petri net model of an action is a GSPN,
where:

1) P = PA∪PE∪PR with PA∩PE = ∅ and PA∩PR = ∅,
where

PA is the action place set;
PE is the effects place set;
PR is the running-conditions place set;

2) PA = {a} consists on a single place, the action place,
which is an input place (drawn with a double circle);

3) (PE ∪ PR) ⊆ Predicates and PA * Predicates , all
places are predicate places, except for the action place;

4) PE = PES
∪PEF

, where PES
and PEF

are designated
respectively success places set and failure places set.

5) PES
= PESI

∪ PESD
, where PESI

and PESD
are

designated respectively intermediate effects place set
and desired effects place set.

6) T = TS ∪ TF with TS ∩ TF = ∅, where:
TS is the set of transitions associated with suc-

cessful impact of the action;
TF is the set of transitions associated with failure

impact of the action;
7) ∀tj∈T∀pn∈P\PA

, inj = 1 ⇒ (ojm = 1) ∧
[(pm = ¬pn) ∨ (m = n)]. If there is an arc from
place pn, associated to predicate P (), to transition tj ,
then there is an arc from tj to place pm, associated to
predicate ¬P (), or an arc back to pn;

8) ∀tj∈T∀pn∈PA
, inj = 1 ∧ ojn = 1. All transitions have

one input arc and one output arc to the action place;
9) ∀tj∈T∀pn∈PR

, inj = 1. All transitions have one input
arc from each running-condition;

10) ∀tj∈TS
, if ∃pn∈PESD

, ojn = 1 then ∀pm∈PESD
, ojm =

1. If a desired effect place is an output place of a
transition, then all the desired effects places are also
output places of that transition;

11) ∀tj∈TS
the transition label is success;

12) ∀tj∈TF
the transition label is failure;

Lemma 3.2: Item 7 of Definition 3.5 implies that the
action model fulfils does not violate the predicate places
definition and associated lemma for all the predicate places
used in the action model.

Modelling an action consists in building a GSPN following
the rules stated in Definition 3.5. The general Petri net model
of an action is depicted in Fig. 2 (the enabling arcs are de-
picted in a different colour just to increase readability). Note
that both the action place and Running-conditions places,
since they are connected to all the transitions, function as
enabling places.
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Fig. 2. General action model.

These models represent a never ending action, that when
enabled e.g., by a higher layer, with the right conditions, in-
creases the probability of certain effects to happen. Although
the action can be always enabled, if the running-conditions
are not met, it is as if the action were not enabled. This action
model represents the actual action coded on the robot, and
might be used to generate the action source code structure
with the various conditions tests, leaving the user only to fill
the method itself.



An action model for grabbing a ball, grabBall, can
be seen in Fig. 3. The purpose of the grabBall action
is to grab the ball, thus, when executed, it increases the
probability of the predicate HAS BALL (the only desired
effect) becoming true, given that the ball can be seen and
the robot is near the ball (running-conditions). The expected
increase in the probability of success is reflected in the action
model, by containing a stochastic transition from the place
associated with the predicate NOT HAS BALL to the one
associated with the predicate HAS BALL.

Running-conditions

Effects

success

grabBall

NOT_HAS_BALL

NEAR_BALL

HAS_BALL

SEE_BALL

Fig. 3. Model of the grabBall action.

The example depicted in Fig. 3, includes no undesired ef-
fects explicitly modelled, however, these still might happen.
For analysis, the models are composed with the Environment
model, thus including different transitions, although with
much lower probability of occurrence, and not specifically
associated with the given action. Thus, undesired action out-
comes are included only when they are relevant to the action
being modelled, i.e., the probability of their occurrence is far
higher due to the modelled action being executed. Note that
the running-conditions might be an empty set, meaning the
respective action can be executed with success at any time.

The action place will be used by a higher level to control
the execution of an action, and to represent the action itself.
The running-conditions and effects can be used to determine
when an action can and should be used, respectively.

C. THE ACTION COORDINATOR

The Action Coordinator layer holds the task plans used to
execute tasks, consisting of a network of actions. In its most
basic form, we can build a plan using the GSPN formalism
and the action models.

1) THE ACTION MODEL: From the definition of the
action Petri net model at the Action Executor level, we
extract important details for the selection of actions:

• Pre-conditions: conditions that should be met when
starting the action to ensure its usefulness in a given
context;

• Running-conditions: conditions that must be met dur-
ing the action execution for it to have any impact on
the environment;

• Success-conditions: conditions that are satisfied when
the action is successful.

Definition 3.6: The full action model, at the Action Co-
ordinator level, is a GSPN 〈P, T, I, O,M0, R, S〉 automati-
cally obtained from the action model at the Action Executor
level 〈P, T, I, O, M0, R, S〉, where:

1) P = PA ∪ PP ∪ PS ∪ PR, where:

• PA = PA = {a} is the action place set;
• PP = PR ∪ ¬PESD is the pre-conditions places set;
• PS = PESD is the success-conditions places set;
• PF = ¬PR is the failure-conditions places set;

2) T = TS∪TES∪TEF , with TS∩TES = ∅, TS∩TEF =
∅ and TES ∩ TEF = ∅, where:
• TS = {start} contains one transition that enables

the action, labeled start;
• TES = {success} contains one transition that

ends the action with success, labeled success;
• TEF is the set of the transitions that end the action

with failure, which have the label failure;
3) ∀tj∈T∀pn∈P\PA

, (inj = 1) ⇒ (ojn = 1). If there is an
arc from a place pn, associated to predicate P (), to a
transition tj , then there is an arc from tj to place pn;

4) ∀pn∈PP , (inj = 1)∧(ojn = 1), where tj = start. There
is an input arc and an output arc from every pre-
condition set place to transition start;

5) ∀tj∈TS
ojn = 1, where pn ∈ PA. All the start transi-

tions have an output arc to the action place;
6) ∀tj∈(TES∪TEF )inj = 1, where pn ∈ PA. All the end

transitions have an input arc from the action place;
7) ∀pn∈PF

∃tj∈TEF
, (inj = 1) ∧ (ojn = 1). There is a

failure transition for each running-condition, with an
input and output arc from the corresponding running-
condition;

8) ∀pn∈PS , (inj = 1) ∧ (ojn = 1), where tj = success.
There is an input and output arc from every success-
condition set place to transition success;

Lemma 3.3: Item 3 from Definition 3.6 implies that when
a token is consumed from a predicate place, it is placed again
on the same place, which means that the high-level action
model does not violate the predicate places definition and
associated lemma.

The general model of the action at the Action Coordinator
level, corresponding to the model in Fig. 2 at the Action
Executor level, is depicted in Fig. 4. As an example, the
Action Coordinator layer model of the action grabBall,
corresponding to the Action Executor layer model seen in
Fig. 3, is depicted in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 4. General model for the action at the Action Coordinator level.

Both the models in Figs. 4 and 5 are complete mod-
els, representing an abstraction from the lower level action
models, which ensure maximum efficiency, since the actions
can only be enabled if they can change the environment,



i.e., if the running-conditions are met and the associated
successful effects are not already caused on the environment.
The simplest model at the Action Coordinator level consists
only of the action place, which corresponds to selecting an
action independently of its usefulness in the given context.
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start
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pre-conditions
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Fig. 5. Model of the grabBall action at the Action Coordinator level.

2) THE TASK PLAN: A full task plan model can be ob-
tained by systematic plugging of actions, using information
retrieved from the action models, either by a human or by
a planning algorithm. These task plans run directly on the
robot, so the user does not have to write any actual code.

As an example, in Fig. 6 (left) is a GSPN model of
a simple Petri net task plan of a SCORE GOAL task
in the robotic soccer domain, which includes four pos-
sible actions (standBy, getBall, takeBall2Goal
and shoot2Goal) chosen according to the actions pre-
conditions, running-conditions and success-conditions. This
plan was manually specified and we did not always use all
the information available when enabling an action, creating
a simple, but not optimal, plan. An automatically generated
optimal plan would use the full action models in order to
guarantee modularity and optimal action selection.

In this example we considered a simple shoot2Goal
action that could only be successful near the opponent’s goal.
As another example, we considered a full shoot2Goal ac-
tion which can score from everywhere, but includes failures,
so as to have higher scoring probability nearer the opponent’s
goal (see Fig. 6 on the right). Here, a random switch is
included, so that when the robot is running getBall and
grabs the ball, both t3 and t5 are enabled. Changing the prob-
ability associated with each of these transitions changes how
often, under the above conditions, the takeBall2Goal
or the shoot2Goal actions are selected. Moreover, these
could be changed at runtime. For instance, if a game is near
the end and our team is losing, we might prefer to shoot to
the goal more often, while if it is winning, we might prefer
to stay on the safe side and only shoot if the probability of
scoring is very high, i.e., near the opponent’s goal.

IV. RESULTS ON THE ANALYSIS OF ROBOTIC
TASKS USING PETRI NETS

Analysing a given Petri net based task plan consists of
composing all the models together, building a single Petri net,
and performing analysis on that Petri net. This composition
is performed based on the premise that every place with the
same label is in fact the same place, and each transition
is different, regardless of its label. Analysing the resulting
GSPN, equivalent to a semi-Markov process, we can obtain
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Fig. 6. Two SCORE GOAL Petri net task models: a simple one (left) and
more complex one, with random switches (right).

various results, such as: existence of deadlocks, probability
of reaching a given state, time to reach a given state.

A. THE SETUP

The results were obtained using a robotic soccer scenario,
with the goal being to score in the opponents goal. We used
several different models to test the influence of the realism
of the actions and environment models. We also tested the
impact on goal achievement with different task plans.

The environment model included the ball position model
depicted in Fig. 1 plus a similar robot position model.
The ball position model was slightly changed in order not
to allow the ball to leave a goal once inside. The used
actions were standBy, getBall, takeBall2Goal and
shoot2Goal. We considered two different environment
models: the Probabilistic Environment and the Determin-
istic Environment. The difference is that the Deterministic
Environment did not contain stochastic transitions, thus not
considering external changes in the environment.

As explained in Section III-B, the action models are
always stochastic timed, even if they only contain success
transitions (in which case the failures appear only by com-
position of the models). To test the impact on modelling
the action failures we considered the two shoot2Goal
actions described earlier: the simple shoot2Goal and full
shoot2Goal.

Finally, to test the impact of action selection, we con-
sidered four different task plans. The first case consists in
using the task plan depicted in Fig. 6 (left). The other three
cases correspond to using the task plan depicted in Fig. 6
(right) with different probabilities associated with the random
switch, i.e., takeBall2Goal is chosen with probability:
a) 1, b) 0.5 and c) 0.

In each test, the ball was initially placed near our own goal
and the robot in the midfield. Furthermore, we considered
that the robot could always see the ball and changed the ac-
tion models to prevent the robot from entering the goals. The
rates used in the models were (in time units) 1/1 for success
transitions, 1/4 for failure transitions, 1/10 for environment
stochastic transitions and, 1/4 and 1/6 for scoring from the
midfield and near our own goal, respectively.

B. RESULTS

Given the different models, we tested eight setups using
the TimeNET tool [2], obtaining the results shown in Table



TABLE I
RESULTS

Env. Actions PScore T1% T50% T90%

1 D S 1 1.3 4.8 8.1
2 P S 0.75 1.2 6.0 -
3 D Fa 1 1.3 5.7 13.2
4 P Fa 0.68 1.2 9.5 -
5 D Fb 1 1.1 6.5 15.5
6 P Fb 0.68 1.0 9.9 -
7 D Fc 1 0.9 7.3 18.0
8 P Fc 0.66 0.83 10.7 -

I. P and D on the Environment column denote using the
Probabilistic or Deterministic model respectively. In the
Actions column, S and F mean using the simple and full
shoot2goal action respectively. The superscript a, b and
c refer to the three task plan models described previously.

In Table I, PScore is the highest score probability achiev-
able, while Tn% is the time taken to achieve n% scoring
probability. All the time values are in time units.

Qualitatively, we concluded there is always the possibility
of a deadlock, corresponding to a goal score, since the ball
cannot leave the goal, and is not reachable inside the goal.

The results show that, like in reality, since the robot is
not the only responsible for changing the environment, the
probability of scoring a goal is not 1 when the environment
model is stochastic. Furthermore, the more complete the
models are, the lower is the probability of scoring, and the
longer it takes to achieve high scoring probability.

Comparing the values obtained with Fa, Fb and Fa, an
interesting, but expected result appears: when we choose
to shoot not only from near the opponent’s goal, the 1%
scoring probability is achieved more quickly, however, it
takes longer to achieve high scoring probability, i.e., the long
run performance is decreased.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

A. Conclusions

Petri nets provide a practical and intuitive way of mod-
elling robotic tasks and associated components, being also
appropriate to monitor the execution of tasks given their
graphical nature. The fact that a GSPN is equivalent to a
Markov chain brings an additional advantage by allowing
the use of currently available tools and techniques in order
to extract important a priori information about a given task.

Being able to model the actions more thoroughly at a lower
level allows for mores realistic models. We are simultane-
ously able to create an abstract and simpler model of the
action to be used at higher levels, without compromising
the analysis possibilities. Furthermore we can create all the
models separately and build the task plan by creating a
network of actions. This task plan can be ran directly on
the robots for execution purposes, and for analysis purposes
we compose all the models that were designed separately
onto one Petri net, and analyse that net.

B. Future Work

We have recently finished implementing a Petri net execu-
tor in our MeRMaID architecture [12]. We are now starting
to use the referred models and analysis tools in real world
experiments, and plan to have further results of those soon.

We plan to work further on composition operators, used
to compose actions into behaviours, and study the possibility
of improving analysis time by simplification of the tasks by
replacing networks of actions by behaviours. These can also
have an important part in cooperative behaviours.

Another improvement that is planned is the use of data
obtained from real experiments to verify and complete the
various Petri net models, particularly the rates used in the
stochastic timed transitions.

As mentioned in Section III-C.2, the task plan can be
obtained by using planning algorithms. The information
given by the definition of the actions at the Action Coor-
dinator level should suffice in order to use algorithms for
deterministic planning, while the information given by the
definition of the actions at the Action Executor level could be
used for probabilistic planning. The Markov chain obtained
by the composition of all the models can be used to compute
the optimal action selection for any given state.
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